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A COLLECTED WORKS CIC PROJECT REPORT ON
YOUNG CITY READS 2018
This report is designed to document and evaluate Young City Reads 2018: Brighton &
Hove’s BIG READ for schools, and detail any thoughts for development and
improvement in future years.

PARTNERS , FUNDERS AND SUPPORTERS
Major Partner: Brighton Festival
In 2013, Collected Works CIC delivered a hugely successful pilot of Young City Reads
for Brighton Festival, led by guest artistic director and former Children’s Laureate
Michael Rosen. Brighton Festival have continued to commission the delivery of Young
City Reads annually and host the final schools’ event. The project is supported by
Brighton Festival’s Creative Learning team, Press, and Marketing departments.
This year’s publisher was Bloomsbury, who provided branded marketing materials and
free books to schools where need was greatest. The project is also supported locally
by Boho Gelato who create a delicious annual 'fundraising flavour' of ice cream,
Brighton & Hove Libraries, and Book Nook, the official Brighton Festival bookseller.
We are very grateful to our generous Funders: Arts Council England, The Pebble
Trust, The Homity Trust, Pride, B&H Council, and the Ernest Cook Trust. Their
continued support of our outreach work enables us to support children in areas of
high deprivation, removing the financial and social barriers that might prevent them
from taking part.
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BACKGROUND

AND

CONTEXT

Award winning organisation Collected Works CIC (CW) has over 13 years' experience
running shared reading projects in the community (both large and small scale). Its work
has received acclaim from many high profile members of the community including:
Caroline Lucas MP, Louise Zahra (Teacher Leader, Every Child a Reader, Brighton & Hove
City Council), Peter Chivers (Director, Our Future City) and Anne Sarrag (Director, Summer
Reading Challenge, The Reading Agency). In 2017 the organisation welcomed author,
illustrator and Children’s Laureate 2015-17, Chris Riddell, as the first patron of YCR.
In 2013, former Children’s Laureate, Michael Rosen, praised the scheme for its
‘inventiveness and simplicity’ in its approach to encouraging children to read for pleasure.
Since then CW has been commissioned by Brighton Festival to deliver YCR annually and
also to take over delivery of the Festival's own Adopt an Author scheme. Together, with
the Festival’s children's literature programme '26 Letters', these two initiatives make up
Brighton Festival's impressive children's reading offer.

“

I'm proud to be patron of Young City Reads which energises children throughout the
city each year, creating new, engaged readers who discover the transformative power of
reading for pleasure.
Chris Riddell, former UK Children's Laureate
WHAT IS

YOUNG CITY READS ?

”

Young City Reads is a ‘big read’ for primary school children (Key Stage 2) in which one
book, by one author is chosen to read together, then discuss, debate and creatively
engage with. YCR supports primary school children across Brighton & Hove with their
reading, offering special help and support for emergent readers and children from
disadvantaged backgrounds. YCR produces free resources, drama workshops and fun
events based around the chosen book to help young readers discover the joy of reading
for pleasure. Its aim is to make reading a fun activity for all children regardless of ability.
75 classes signed up to take part in YCR 2018 from 40 schools across Brighton & Hove
and Worthing. This year’s chosen book was Kid Normal by Greg James and Chris Smith.
The project launched on World Book Day (1 March 2018).
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PROJECT

AIMS

Young City Reads aims to:
• foster a love of reading in primary aged children through shared exploration of a story
• enthuse and inspire reluctant readers by increasing accessibility to a text
• inspire young readers to explore a story's themes further and engage them beyond basic literacy
• increase confidence by supporting the development of skills
• help children discover the joy of reading for pleasure

“

The project has really furthered some of our reluctant readers and for that I can't thank you enough! I was
a very proud teacher seeing the looks on their faces as they had their books signed and pictures taken!
Class Teacher, Sharps Copse Primary
2018 AUTHORS

”

GREG JAMES is a familiar voice and face on both radio and TV. He’s the host of Radio 1’s Drivetime
show and also presents the UK’s Official Chart Show every Friday.
CHRIS SMITH is an award-winning journalist and broadcaster. Since 2011 he's been delivering the news
to millions of people every day as the presenter of Newsbeat on BBC Radio 1. He'd previously
presented on Radio 5 Live and Xfm.

“

1500 kids going mad for reading which is so brilliant to see. We had the most fun ever!
Greg James, YCR author 2018, via Twitter

2018 BOOK

”

When Murph Cooper rocks up to his new school he can't help but feel a bit out of his depth. And it's
not because he's worried about where to sit, and making friends, and fitting in, or not knowing where
the loos are. It's because his mum has enrolled him at a school for superheroes by mistake. And unlike
his fellow students, Murph has no special abilities whatsoever. But just because you don't have
superpowers, it doesn't mean you can't save the day… It's time for Kid Normal to become a hero!
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TOY

HACKING

WORKSHOPS

Every year we aim to use bold and imaginative approaches to ensure even the most reluctant young
readers can engage with the book's themes and story. This year we worked with local organisation
Exploring Senses CIC who combine arts, crafts, technology, language and science to create informal,
fun interactive workshops for children.
Their Artistic Director, David Allistone was given the brief to create a bespoke workshop, themed
around this year's YCR book. It needed to engage children from disadvantaged backgrounds, many
of whom have multiple barriers to reading for pleasure. It needed to be an innovative, fun and
creative experience in which they would learn new skills. David customised their popular Toy Hacking
workshops around this year's book: Kid Normal. The children turned abandoned, tired and unloved
toys into their very own superheroes, designed and made by them.
We offered the Toy Hack workshops to 6 targeted schools in areas of high deprivation: St Mark's
Primary (East Brighton), Benfield Primary (Portslade), Carlton Hill (Tarner area), Carden Primary
(Patcham), Moulsecoomb Primary and Rudyard Kipling (East Woodingdean). The workshops were
very successful and we received excellent feedback from teachers and children.

“

The Toy Hacking workshop was an incredible experience. Children were immersed in
creativity, design, art and engineering. It allowed them to explore their senses and have
complete autonomy over their own brilliant, beautiful, imaginative and sometimes terrifying,
creations. The workshop encouraged all children to take part no matter their special
educational needs and even the teaching staff were elbow deep in buckets of toys, hot glue
guns and 3D pens. It was an incredible day we will never forget!
Class Teacher, Benfield Primary

“

Thanks so much for coming in on Tuesday and running such a brilliant session with the
children, they had a fantastic time with you guys and what a great opportunity for them to
try some new skills and get creative!
Class Teacher, Rudyard Kipling Primary

”

”
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WEEKLY

EMAILS

AND

RESOURCES

Following an initial ‘Welcome' email which contained a fully comprehensive Kid Normal Reader’s Guide (written by
Collected Works staff with input from a KS2 teaching specialist and designed by the publisher) 10 free weekly emails
were sent to participating classes (those that had registered and completed an opening evaluation) between the
launch on World Book Day and the final schools' event on 19 May.
Each bulletin contained a free downloadable resource teachers could print out and share with their class and points
for discussion, jokes and interesting facts inspired by the plot.
This year for the first time master copies of the resources in physical format were posted to participating teachers
ahead of the project starting so that they could be factored into the planning process. Next year an electronic
version of this pack will be sent as a ZIP file.

554

children participating with a low literacy level.
That's approximately one third.

Number of children participating for whom
English is an additional language...

“

The children really enjoyed
reading the emails - made it feel
more special! We liked the
range of activities and the
children enjoyed them.
Class Teacher,
Fairlight Primary

”

“

I looked forward to
opening the weekly emails,
and I made other resources
too, flips and displays
around the text.
Class Teacher,
Bevendean Primary

”

“

249

Emails were a lovely way to keep us
all connected. Great engaging
activities!
Class Teacher,
Elm Grove Primary

”
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ARTS

AWARD

DISCOVER

Thanks to investment funding from Artswork, we were able
to offer a participating class from Carlton Hill Primary the
opportunity to achieve their Arts Award Discover through
participation in YCR for free, using our experience of a
successful pilot with two classes from Queens Park Primary
in 2017.
We ensured that by reading the book, the weekly emails,
completing some of the resources and attending the event
would mean that children met the Discover criteria as
outlined. We then employed a designer to create YCR
branded log books for the children to use as scrap books for
the project, the copy and content of which was written by
the project manager who is an accredited Arts Award
adviser.
In Summer 2018 we will carry out a feasibility exercise to
determine how cost efficient the books would be postfunding period and whether we should offer Arts Award as
a paid-for add-on in 2019.

“

The recent development of Arts Award being built into the
YCR model as an option adds value and creates a legacy for
young people, developing and celebrating their skills.
Anne Sarrag - Director, Summer Reading Challenge,
The Reading Agency

”
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COMPETITION
Every year we use one of our resources as the basis for a competition. This encourages engagement from teachers and their classes and serves as
a great midway reminder to the children of the shared, citywide aspect of the reading period.
We received over 150 entries from 10 participating schools to this year's competition, in which we asked pupils to come up with a brilliantly
bonkers idea for a book. First prize for this drawing and writing competition was a special edition illustration by YCR patron Chris Riddell and
second prize was a copy of the Kid Normal sequel, Kid Normal and the Rogue Heroes.
First prize went to Harry at Fairlight Primary (pictured below with his class) and the runner up was Sarah from the Bilingual Primary School.
All of the entries were scanned and shown at the beginning of our Brighton Festival event on the big screen. Children were really excited to see
their work reproduced on this scale and it provided interest while they waited for the event to begin.
To further incentivise taking part in the competition (and sharing work with us) we will approach a local business sponsor for next year's
competition by way of a prize. This should be experience-based rather than physically material – initial ideas being cinema tickets or visitor tickets
for local attractions.
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THE

EVENT

Our closing celebratory event was held at Brighton Dome Concert Hall on Friday
19 May as part of Brighton Festival. 1,438 participating children and teachers
were in attendance. The event lasted for 1 hour and consisted of an audience
with Greg James and Chris Smith. This was followed by a book signing in The
Founders Room with approximately 800 - 900 pupils. Nearly 75% of participants
of readers attended the event this year – this is the highest engagement in the
event that the project has ever seen.

“

The event was fantastic, it was lively and entertaining. The children loved
creating their own superheroes and villain and when we got back to school they
wanted to continue. Greg and Chris were brilliant and the children really looked
up to them. They also enjoyed that members of the audience got to participate.
Class Teacher, Queens Park Primary

“

It was great fun and the children were really excited to meet the authors.
Great to see so many local schools attending.
Class Teacher, Benfield Primary

“
“

”

”
”
”

The book was great! The show at the end is a big factor as the children, and staff,
always enjoy it!
Class Teacher, Hawthorns Primary

All the kids loved it! Very funny and engaging for all.
Class Teacher, The Globe Primary
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SOCIAL

MEDIA

Following investment in staff training around social media and digital marketing we've seen marked
improvements in online engagement with the project. Some interesting statistics are listed below and
some particular highlights are captured to the right. For the first time this year we asked teachers at
the final evaluation stages which social media platforms they use themselves and we found that just
over half use Facebook, with a third having instagram accounts and only a quarter have a personal
Twitter account (although many local primary schools can now be found on Twitter).

March - May 2018
Followers

+9 (+5%)

+173 (+25%)

+66 (+45%)

Retweets/Shares

55

369

n.a

Likes

85

895

325

Click-throughs

27

184

n.a

Comments/Replies

15

89

13

Impressions

204,416

896

n.a

We asked teachers: 'Which social media platforms do you use regularly?'
Twitter
Facebook
Instagram
None
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TEACHER FEEDBACK

“

It is a great opportunity to inspire the children, get them involved in Brighton Festival and
follow the activities. The class have loved it as their class reader, we read everyday and it helps
get them motivated. Class Teacher, Queens Park Primary
The opportunity to raise the profile of reading for fun in the school as well as for the children to
have the possibility to visit another county and meet an author. This for our children was an
incredible experience. Class Teacher, Sharps Copse Primary

”

A key focus for us in Year 5 is grammar. The book was bursting with fantastic examples from
our national curriculum. The children were keen to inform us what they had identified. I even
made questions for our grammar starters where they underlined subordinate/relative clauses,
semicolons, reported speech etc. (The list could go on and on!) Our English books are full of
high standard writing activities, my lower achieving students were also able to relate to the text
and they thoroughly enjoyed it. So much so they produced their best ever writing. I cannot
express how much I loved this book and teaching alongside it, the children shared an equal
passion and are all keen to buy the next book! I wish this happened more than once
a year! Class Teacher, Bevendean Primary

“

YCR are a lovely, friendly team to work with who could not have been more helpful or
supportive. all our queries were quickly responded to and support given around organising
transport etc. It made it enjoyable to organised-very smooth! Class Teacher, Benfield Primary

As we are a 'Talk For Writing' school, I wanted to introduce something new for the children.
We used this book as our text and produced amazing work around it. The kids as well as myself
LOVED IT! Class Teacher, Bevendean Primary
In our case to have an activity that can go beyond our normal activities as home educators
which normally include reading. And also to have a feeling of achievement after going to the
Dome and meeting the authors in person. Brighton & Hove Home Educators
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DEVELOPMENT

SUMMARY - LOOKING AHEAD

Members' area (website)
In order to make the process of sharing resources and linked activity ideas with teachers we plan to pilot
a members' area on our website that teachers can log in to to access these documents. This would also
provide a space for teachers to share ideas and their own resources they've made in response to the
project which is something that has been asked for this year at evaluation. It may also facilitate a method
of them sharing children's work and project photos, which provides us with great documentation of YCR
and interesting social media content.
Expansion into Sussex and further afield
This year we had classes returning from Worthing, as well as Framfield, Lancing, Littlehampton and even
a school in Havant, Hampshire. We want to capitalise on this appetite for the big read from further afield
and approach other primary schools in these areas to take part.
Live stream
As we expand to schools further afield, we need to consider how these children can access the event.
One possibility is via a live stream which would only be advertised to those schools who are unable to
attend the event for geographical reasons.
Signing process
As the project becomes more and more popular and we have a growing number of event attendees we
face the challenge of facilitating the book signing element on an ever increasing scale. We plan to
discuss the various options for streamlining the book singing process with Brighton Festival before next
year's event.
Promoting Diversity, Equality and Inclusion
This year we have focused on how diversity, equality and inclusion can best be championed and
embedded in our annual Children's Reading offer. We are finding that the books for primary school
children that are submitted by publishers for Young City Reads are lacking in diversity, both in terms of
author and content (Please see Appendix for a full list of 2018 nominations). We have therefore agreed
we need to actively ask for more diverse submissions from Publishers on our website via a set of FAQs,
outlining what we are looking for in a title, as well as championing diversity in children's publishing
across all our social media platforms.
To find out more about Young City Reads or Collected Works CIC please contact:
Sarah Hutchings (Artistic Director) - sarah@collectedworks.co.uk

CITYREADS.CO.UK
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